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**Introduction**

How do some teacher leaders manage to transform outcomes for students while others struggle? Is it a matter of skill or do certain school conditions increase the likelihood of success? What characteristics define the priorities of the most effective teacher leaders? How much release time do teacher leaders need to be successful? How do we design more teacher leadership that drives school performance?

When administrators and teachers share leadership, teachers’ working relationships are stronger, student achievement is higher, and highly effective teachers can be retained in the schools that need them. Highly effective teachers can have substantial spillover effects on their peers’ performance. With such promise, teacher leadership is gaining traction as a solution for some of the most persistent and pervasive problems in America’s schools. Despite this focus and attention, the specific practices of effective teacher leadership remain “direly sought and rarely found.” As schools experiment with new structures, they can find themselves falling short of desired results. To achieve the potential of teacher leadership, schools need a bridge to cross the gap between teacher leadership and student success.

Since 2008, Leading Educators has partnered with schools and districts to develop over 900 teacher leaders across the country. In “Leading from the Front of the Classroom,” Leading Educators and the Aspen Institute outlined a roadmap for systems to build transformative teacher leadership. In this paper, we focus on specific paths for effective teacher leader role design. We collected lessons learned from teacher leaders, their leadership coaches, and their principals through a series of focus groups, interviews, and surveys. Through their experiences, we sought to understand the characteristics of teacher leaders who were successful in driving improvements in teacher practice and student learning. We distill conditions that increase the likelihood of success to help schools build bridges over common obstacles.

In our research, three types of bridges closed the gap between teacher leadership and student success. First, we found teacher leaders achieved greater impact on student learning when they developed priorities aligned with school priorities and set clear, measurable, goals. The second bridge required teacher leaders to identify a clear, cohesive team to support. Finally, successful teacher leaders had carefully planned and agreed upon schedules with their administration. This ensured they had the time and opportunity to perform their leadership responsibilities. When teacher leaders had these bridges in place, they were able to drive success for the teachers and students they served. In this paper, we outline our learning in each of these three categories to support schools and districts in building these bridges. When schools and districts plan for these three key areas, they can chart a path for transformative teacher leadership.
Defining priorities and setting goals

Across interviews, surveys, and focus groups, teacher leaders and their leadership coaches emphasized the bridge-building potential of setting the right priorities and goals. In every focus group, participants identified goal setting as the highest-leverage teacher leader behavior. In particular, teacher leaders in 80% of focus groups spoke of the need to align individual goals with school goals by working closely with a school leader. When the priorities held by a system, school, and teacher leader are not in alignment, it can be a major barrier to teacher leader success. But when a teacher leader works with administration to define these priorities, the talents, expertise, and interests of the teacher leader can be connected with a school-wide improvement plan, empowering the teacher leader to drive real change. Teacher leaders had an easier path to find the time, resources, and support to achieve their goals with students. Additionally, when teacher leaders and principals defined measures to analyze their progress towards student goals, they were able to build and maintain momentum for their work. In schools where collaborative goal-setting was a priority, clear benchmarks helped principals and teacher leaders track progress and make adjustments as needed.

Teacher leaders, leadership coaches, and principals also discussed the importance of aligning and adjusting the support they would provide based on the evolving needs of their teachers. In particular, data leaders found it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How Schools Built Bridges</th>
<th>Common Missteps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher leaders and principals defined clear goals and measures for success for the role.</td>
<td>Teacher leaders did not identify metrics for success, or identified goals that did not meaningfully track progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher leaders and principals aligned individual goals with school goals.</td>
<td>Teacher leaders defined priorities in isolation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher leaders accurately aligned priorities to the individual needs of the teachers they supported using a needs analysis.</td>
<td>Teacher leader priorities were aligned only to the interests or strengths of the teacher leader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher leaders defined the time to be spent on logistics and leadership to build staff capacity in instruction and culture.</td>
<td>Teacher leaders did not anticipate the heavy transactional costs involved in their role.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
important to accurately assess teachers’ skill levels and needs around data. For example, one teacher leader began the year by asking each of her teachers to analyze data and identify trends. She assessed each teacher’s skill level, and used her learnings to scaffold strategies to meet differing individual needs and expand teachers’ capacity with data. By expanding teachers’ capacity to use data to drive their instruction, they could make real improvements to student learning.

In several focus groups, participants highlighted flexibility to adjust to shifting priorities as a key attribute of effective teacher leaders. But, this flexibility should come with limits; teacher leaders who spent too much of their time responding to urgent priorities found themselves struggling through endless roadblocks with little time to devote to their intended goals. This was particularly problematic for teacher leaders who focused on building and training staff in a program for blended learning, which combines traditional classroom instruction with computer-mediated activities. Teacher leaders in blended learning roles sometimes found themselves consistently troubleshooting technological problems, rather than supporting teachers in mastering the use of blended learning strategies to improve their instructional practice. Successful teacher leaders in these roles defined and defended the balance of time spent on the logistics of blended learning (setting up and troubleshooting technology) versus capacity building (improving instructional practice) at the start. This enabled them to stay aligned to the goals and original purpose of their role, while adjusting to meet emerging needs.

TEACHER LEADER SPOTLIGHT

Jarvis Lundy, a teacher leader at ReNEW Schaumburg Elementary in New Orleans, describes how this might look in practice. In the 2013-2014 school year, he led an initiative to develop a response-to-intervention program to accelerate learning for the lowest performing 1st and 2nd graders. His goal was for these students to achieve 1.5 years growth on the Northwest Evaluation Association’s Measures of Academic Progress. Jarvis developed a team of interventionists, half of whom were first year teachers. To develop their content knowledge and skills at classroom management with a small group of students, he led weekly data and problem solving meetings and conducted biweekly observations and feedback. By defining a clear goal, aligning his support to his teachers’ needs, and clearly defining the scope of his responsibilities, Jarvis was able to able to establish lasting response-to-intervention structures at his school. By the end of the year, the average growth for students in the program was 1.3 years. Reflecting on his project, Jarvis said “the development of my intervention team [directly led to] the academic success of students...by coaching and meeting with the team weekly, they quickly improved as instructors.”
Determining sphere of influence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How Schools Built Bridges</th>
<th>Common Missteps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher leaders and principals defined a clear, cohesive team for teacher leaders to support.</td>
<td>The teacher leader’s team was unclear, lacked cohesion, or was not identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher leaders and principals identified a manageable caseload of approximately two to five individuals per teacher leader.</td>
<td>The caseload was too small to drive much change or too large for intensive support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher leaders and principals aligned the caseload with school-wide plan for professional development for the year.</td>
<td>Teacher leaders and principals did not align caseloads with school-wide plans, resulting in teachers receiving feedback from multiple sources or on multiple topics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clarifying the scope of a teacher leader’s influence and responsibility prevents many roadblocks. While this may seem to be a simple step, it may be one of the most common impediments to teacher leadership that drives student achievement. On a recent survey conducted by Leading Educators, only 8% of teacher leaders and principals identified the same sphere of influence when asked to identify the teacher leader’s responsibilities. Without a common understanding of the teacher leader’s sphere of influence, teacher leaders struggle to find the authority and support to implement real changes that can improve instruction.

In our interviews and focus groups, teacher leaders who made concrete changes in teacher practice and student learning had a clearly-defined team. While some teacher leaders were successful with larger teams, we found the caseload across all roles that enabled teacher leaders to do their best work consisted of approximately two to five individuals. In traditional grade level or department chair roles, this might be a department or grade level. In other cases, this was another subset of teachers, such as first year teachers or teachers interested in receiving coaching support. Some teacher leaders selected an initial coalition to test out and build school-wide support for their initiatives. The grade level leaders and department chairs often found their built-in, clearly-defined teams to be a clear advantage in rolling out and securing investment for new, expanded leadership roles. For other, less traditional teacher leader roles, this sphere of influence had to be defined. The teacher leader and principal needed to carefully plan how and when the role would be communicated to increase investment.

Schools further strengthened this bridge-building strategy by aligning the teacher leader’s role with the school’s plan for professional learning for the year. When identifying the educators the teacher leader would support, successful schools considered all the other development for those educators. This prevented teachers from receiving contradictory feedback from multiple sources. For example, a special education teacher focused on literacy found her work at odds with a Common Core coach. This made it difficult for the teachers supported to improve instruction. When teacher leaders and principals instead aligned support within a school-wide plan, their collective efforts could strengthen and support real improvements in teaching and learning, making the most of limited school resources.
Scheduling release time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How Schools Built Bridges</th>
<th>Common Missteps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher leaders and principals set realistic expectations for release time needed to carry out key responsibilities.</td>
<td>Teacher leaders and principals identified responsibilities without corresponding release time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools scheduled release time to overlap with opportunities to observe instruction, meet with, or coach team members.</td>
<td>Schools finalized the schedule before identifying teachers receiving coaching support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools protected release time with creative scheduling approaches (such as co-teaching or blended learning models) or by planning for qualified coverage.</td>
<td>Schools scheduled over or deprioritized release time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A simple but common roadblock is finding time to lead adults with a full teaching load. Given limited budgets and changing realities, many schools struggled with scheduling and maintaining release time. In 2014, only 32% of teacher leaders surveyed by Leading Educators reported that they had enough release time to perform their leadership responsibilities.11 This has direct impact on teacher leaders’ ability to improve the teaching practice of their peers, and accordingly, drive student learning. For example, while the majority of focus group participants cited consistent observation and feedback as one of the highest leverage teacher leader behaviors, surveyed teacher leaders reported spending only 8% of their time observing instruction and providing feedback.

Successful teacher leaders had release time that matched their leadership responsibilities.12 Their schools began the year by weighing additional responsibilities of each teacher leader and assessing the time required for these responsibilities. Calculating appropriate release time allowed school leaders and teacher leaders to norm on expectations at the start of the year. The following are sample guidelines that schools have used to calculate release time for various teacher leadership roles.

- For each person coached, teacher leaders added 30 minutes for observation, 45 minutes for debrief and 1 hour prep time. For weekly coaching, they planned for 9 hours of release time per month per coachee. 13
- For leading Professional Learning Communities (PLCs), teacher leaders added 1 hour per week to lead the meeting, 1 hour per week to prepare, and two hours per month to gather and analyze data. To lead a weekly PLC, they planned for 10 hours of release time per month.14
- To implement a new program, curriculum, or approach, teacher leaders planned for 3 hours per month to plan professional development, 1 hour per month to lead the professional development, 2 hours to collect data on the success of the initiative, and 3 hours to provide one-on-one support to struggling individuals. In total, they planned for 9 hours of release time per month.15
When budgetary and scheduling constraints interrupted the planned release time for teacher leaders’ planned responsibilities, successful teacher leaders built bridges by rethinking their support strategies. For example, when one teacher leader’s lack of release time prevented her from coaching as often as planned, she created peer feedback structures to ensure teachers continually improved instruction in priority areas. Similarly, other teacher leaders have accessed administrators and other staff to conduct observations aligned with the teacher leader’s initiative.

While the quantity of release time played an important role in teacher leaders’ success, the alignment of the release time to responsibilities was equally important. This alignment ensured teacher leaders did not find themselves searching for coverage for their classes each time they carried out instructional supports such as observation and feedback. Careful scheduling was particularly important for the department chairs and other content-focused teacher leaders who led vertical teams across many grade levels. Schools with successful content-focused teacher leaders staggered teacher leader release time while others teachers delivered instruction so that observations could occur. In contrast, successful grade level leaders benefited from common, rather than staggered, planning time with their team. These considerations required careful scheduling and planning at the beginning of the year.

Depending on school level and funding availability, successful schools used a variety of strategies to create release time for teacher leaders. In general, successful schools were committed to protecting release time and did so by creative scheduling or by hiring additional staff. With schools that hired additional staff, middle and high schools found an easier path, as schedules lend themselves well for teacher leaders to simply be assigned less than the full load of classes.

Even with funding, scheduling release time could be a challenge at the elementary level. Elementary teacher leaders needed to trust the expertise of those sharing responsibility for their students’ learning. They struggled when teachers providing release time lacked experience working with a certain age group or population, had been unsuccessful in the past, or were not screened with the same rigor as other staff. For example, one school struggled utilizing a fifth grade teacher to provide coverage for early childhood. Another school repurposed a low-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th>Period 3</th>
<th>Period 4</th>
<th>Period 5</th>
<th>Period 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 1</td>
<td>6th grade ELA</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Dept. Meeting</td>
<td>6th grade ELA</td>
<td>6th grade ELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 2</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>7th grade ELA</td>
<td>Dept. Meeting</td>
<td>7th grade ELA</td>
<td>7th grade ELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 3</td>
<td>8th grade ELA</td>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Dept. Meeting</td>
<td>Intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Leader</td>
<td>Observations and Coaching</td>
<td>Observations and Coaching</td>
<td>Dept. Meeting</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>8th grade ELA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performing novice teacher to provide coverage for teacher leaders. This made it difficult for teacher leaders to use their release time as intended as they often found themselves providing additional support or were reluctant to leave their own classrooms. To address these issues at the elementary level, one school narrowed the focus of teachers offering release time so that they could do a few things well. For example, release time teachers provided small group instruction in guided reading but did not lead whole class literacy instruction.

### TEACHER LEADER SPOTLIGHT

By leveraging funding from the U.S. Department of Education’s Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) grant, DC Public Schools in Washington, D.C. places additional personnel on the budgets of Teacher Leadership Innovation (TLI) schools to create flexibility in school schedules. This allows TLI schools to set aside time during the day for teacher leaders to dedicate to leadership work. Ketcham Elementary School has developed a strong model for creating release time through this program. Camille Townsend, a fifth grade teacher and RTI coach, leads a school-wide close reading initiative. The school leveraged TLI funding to hire a full-time fifth grade teacher to provide release time for two fifth grade teacher leaders. The release time is also scheduled to ensure Camille has opportunities to both observe and model close reading for staff. While her work is still in progress, her leadership coach reports she has been able to continually improve her strategies and develop the capacity of her teachers to drive student learning.

### Conclusion

Effective teacher leadership has potential to be much more than a “feel-good factor.” With effective training, teacher leaders have the potential to foster the growth of professional learning climates, increase principal and teacher self-efficacy, and retain highly-talented individuals in high-poverty schools. These changes would be transformative for student learning.

But even the most capable, talented teacher leaders can find themselves far from this potential if the roadmap for their role encounters roadblock after roadblock. Conditions put in place by role design make the difference between teacher leadership that creates change and teacher leadership that falls short. Luckily, the hard work of teacher leader pioneers has begun to identify the characteristics that build bridges. Optimal strategies for setting priorities, identifying sphere of influence, and planning release time are emerging. To design teacher leadership that drives school performance, principals and teacher leaders must build bridges over these common roadblocks. As the number of schools experimenting with new teacher leadership grows, these strategies will bridge the gap between teacher leadership and student success.
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